Division of Hematology-Oncology  
Department of Medicine  
UPMC Hillman Cancer Center  
Faculty Positions –

Seeking applicants for faculty positions at the level of Assistant, Associate Professor, or Professor

The incumbent will have a primary appointment in the Division of Hematology-Oncology of the Department of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine (UPSOM) and will be a member of the UPMC Hillman Cancer Center. Candidates at the Assistant Professor level should have a minimum of 1-3 years’ experience in clinical research trial design and application in the treatment of gastrointestinal cancers, excellent communication skills and be committed to developing an academic career in clinical and translational research. Candidates at the Associate Professor or Professor level should have a demonstrated track-record of leadership, and will be expected to sustain an outstanding, translational research program with a focus on connecting and transferring lab sciences achievement such as in immunotherapy, tumor predictive/prognostic markers directly to clinic validation, study and application. The candidate should have a MD or MD/PhD and must be fully trained in medical oncology, must be Oncology Board Certified, and be able to obtain a Pennsylvania Medical License.

Founded in 1985, the UPMC Hillman Cancer Center, partnered with the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, has consistently been ranked among the top NCI-funded cancer centers and is the only NCI-designated Comprehensive Cancer Center in western Pennsylvania. The Division of Hematology-Oncology and UPMC Hillman Cancer Center offer a highly interactive environment to its community of basic, translational and clinical investigators and provides state-of-the-art shared resource for tissue imaging, high-throughput drug discovery, ‘omics’ technologies and pre-clinical and clinical in vivo imaging. The UPMC Hillman Cancer Center has more than 340 research faculty members specializing in disciplines ranging from basic cancer research, cancer prevention and early detection, novel therapy drug discovery and development, to survivorship, and health outcomes research. The Division of Hematology-Oncology and UPMC Hillman Cancer Center maintain a broad strategic vision and comprehensive approach to understanding and treating cancer.

Interested candidates are encouraged to email or mail a letter of interest and current CV to: Nathan Bahary, MD, PhD Associate Professor, baharyn@upmc.edu and Lois Malehorn, malehornim@upmc.edu

If using email, please include: “Gastrointestinal Cancer Research Faculty Candidate” in the subject line.

Mail to:
Search Committee - c/o Dr. Nathan Bahary, MD., PhD  
Division of Hematology/Oncology  
UPMC Cancer Pavilion, 5th floor, Pittsburgh, PA 15232

*The University of Pittsburgh is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.*